
Neutrino-Photon Processes in Strong MagneticFieldA.V. Kuznetsov1), N.V. Mikheev1) and L.A. Vassilevskaya1;2)1) Department of Theoretical Physics, Yaroslavl State University,Sovietskaya 14, Yaroslavl 150000, Russia(E-mail addresses: avkuzn@uniyar.ac.ru, mikheev@yars.free.net)2) Moscow Lomonosov University, V-952, Moscow 117234, Russia(E-mail address: vassilev@yars.free.net)AbstractNeutrino-photon processes � ! � and  ! ��� are investigatedin a strong magnetic �eld in the framework of the standard model.Possible astrophysical manifestations of the processes considered areanalyzed.1 IntroductionNowadays, it is generally recognized that astrophysical objects and processesinside them give us unique possibilities [1] for investigations of particle pro-perties under extreme conditions of a high density and/or temperature ofmatter, and also of a strong magnetic �eld. A concept of the astrophysicallystrong magnetic �eld has been changed in the recent years and now the �eld isconsidered as the strong one if it is much greater than the known Schwingervalue, B � Be; Be = m2e=e ' 4:41 � 1013G. Possible mechanisms are nowdiscussed of a generation of such strong �elds (B � 1015 � 1017G) in astro-physical cataclysms like a supernova explosion or a coalescence of neutronstars [2, 3]. 1



A strong magnetic �eld, like a medium, makes an active inuence onparticle properties. First, it opens new channels forbidden in vacuum, forexample,  ! e+e� [4],  !  [5]. Second, the �eld can catalyze essentiallythe decay processes as it takes with the massive neutrino radiative decay� ! � 0 [6]. It was shown [6] that the �eld-induced amplitude was notsuppressed by smallness of neutrino masses and did not vanish even in thecase of massless neutrino as opposed to the vacuum amplitude. The decayprobability of the neutrino with energy E� < 2me was calculated under theassumption that the dispersion relation of the �nal photon was close to thevacuum one q2 = 0. However the photon dispersion in a strong magnetic�eld di�ers signi�cantly from the vacuum dispersion with increasing photonenergy [5, 7, 8], so the real photon 4-momentum can appear as a space-likeand su�ciently large one (jq2j � m2�). In this case the phase space for theneutrino transition � ! � 0 with m < m0 is opened also. It means that thedecay probability of ultrarelativistic neutrino � ! � 0 becomes insensitive tothe neutrino mass spectrum due to the photon dispersion relation in a strongmagnetic �eld. This phenomenon results in a strong suppression (� m2�=E2�)of the neutrino transition with avor violation and the diagonal process �l !�l (l = e; �; �) is realized only. It means that in a strong magnetic �eld aquestion of neutrino mixing is not relevant in the case of the ultrarelativistic� ! � transitions which can be considered in the frame of the standardmodel without lepton mixing.The photon splitting into the neutrino-antineutrino pair  ! ��� is theother interesting manifestation of neutrino processes in the magnetic �eld.This process well studied in plasma [1, 9] becomes possible in the external�eld when the photon acquires the timelike 4-momentum q (q2 > 0).Here we present some results of the strong magnetic �eld inuence onthe diagonal neutrino transition � ! � [10] and the photon splitting  !��� [11], and discuss possible astrophysical consequences. Below we considera possible situation when from both components of the active medium, amagnetic �eld and plasma, presented in the most of astrophysical objects, themagnetic component dominates. For example, in a supernova explosion or ina coalescence of neutron stars a region could exist outside the neutrinosphere,of order of several hundred kilometers in size, where plasma is rather rare�ed,and the magnetic �eld of the toroidal type [2] could reach a value of 1014 �1016 G.If the momentum transferred is relatively small, jq2j �M2W , the calcula-2



tions can be performed using the e�ective electron{neutrino interaction:L = GFp2 j� (�e�(gV � gA5)e) : (1)Here j� = ���(1 � 5)� is the left neutrino current, gV = �12 + 2 sin2 �W ,gA = �12 , the upper signs correspond to the electron neutrino (� = �e) whenboth neutral and charged current interaction takes part in a process. Thelower signs correspond to � and � neutrinos (� = ��; �� ), when the neutralcurrent interaction is only presented in the Lagrangian (1).2 Neutrino Bremsstrahlung � ! �Here we discuss the high energy diagonal neutrino transition � ! � [12, 13,14, 10] taking into account the photon dispersion in the magnetic �eld. Notethat only two photon eigenmodes with polarization vectors"(k)� = (q')�qq2? ; "(?)� = (q ~')�qq2k ; (2)are realized in the magnetic �eld (the so-called parallel (k) and perpendicular(?) polarizations according to Adler's notations [5]). Here '�� = F��=B and~'�� = 12"����'�� are the dimensionless tensor and the dual tensor of theexternal magnetic �eld with the strength ~B; q� is the photon 4-momentum;q2k = (q ~' ~'q) = q� ~'�� ~'��q�, q2? = (q''q).The partial amplitudes of the photon creation with the polarizations (2)can be presented in the form:Mk ' �eGFp2 gV Vk (q'j)qq2? (3)M? ' �eGFp2 1qq2k fgV V?(q ~'j) + gA A(q''j)g ; (4)where Mk and M? correspond to the creation of the k and ? photon modes,respectively. In general, the functions V� and A have cumbersome forms.Here we discuss their properties which are very important for the analysisof this process. Namely, these functions are singular with respect to the3



variable q2k in the threshold points E2nn0 = �qm2e + 2eBn+qm2e + 2eBn0�2.The square-root singularities of the functions V� in the threshold points areknown as the cyclotronic resonances in the vacuum polarization [7].It is of interest for some astrophysical applications to investigate the caseof relatively high neutrino energy E� ' 10 � 20MeV � me and strongmagnetic �eld eB > E2� when a region of the cyclotronic resonance on theground Landau level dominates in this process. As the analysis shows, thefunctions V? and A have the square-root singularity in this region:A ' �V? ' eB me e�q2?=2eB2�q4m2e � q2k : (5)It means that only the amplitude M? (4) which corresponds to the creationof ? photon mode has the the enhancement due to the square-root singu-larity on the ground Landau level q2k ! 4m2e. As for Vk, it has not such anenhancement and the dispersion relation for k photon mode is close to thevacuum one. So, in this region the amplitude Mk � (q'j) � q2 is small dueto the collinear kinematics of the process with creation of k photon mode.We stress that the vacuum polarization P? has also the singular behaviorin the vicinity of the threshold point q2k = 4m2e. It means that many-loopsquantum corrections are of great importance in the vicinity of the resonance.These radiative corrections are reduced to the renormalization of the wavefunction of ? photon mode:"(?)� !pZ "(?)� ; Z = 0@1� @P?@q2k 1A�1 ; (6)and lead to the extra factor pZ in the amplitude M? (4). The main contri-bution to the probability of � ! �(?) is determined from the vicinity of theresonance point q2k = 4m2e and in the limit eB � E2� sin2 � has the form:W () ' �G2F8�2 (g2V + g2A) (eB)2E� sin2 �: (7)Here E� is the initial neutrino energy, � is the angle between the vectors ofthe magnetic �eld strength ~B and the momentum of the initial neutrino ~p.4



3 The Neutrino Energy andMomentum LossesIt should be noted that a practical signi�cance of these processes for astro-physics could be in the mean values of the neutrino energy and momentumlosses rather than in the probabilities. These mean values could be foundfrom the four-vectorQ� = E� Z dW q� = 116�3 Z d3k! q� ImM(��� ! ���): (8)Its zero component is connected with the mean neutrino energy loss in a unittime, I = dE=dt. The space components of the four-vector (8) are connectedsimilarly with the neutrino momentum loss in unit time, ~F = d~p=dt. Herewe present the expression for Q� in the limiting case when eB � E2 sin2 �:I = 14EW  1 + 2gV gAg2V + g2A cos �! ; (9)Fz = 14EW  cos � + 2gV gAg2V + g2A! ; F? = 12EW sin �; (10)where the z axis is directed along the �eld, the vector ~F?, transverse to the�eld, lies in the plane of the vectors ~B and ~p.4 Possible Astrophysical ConsequencesTo illustrate a possible application of our results, below we estimate the neu-trino energy and momentum losses in an astrophysical cataclysm of the typeof a supernova explosion or a merger of neutron stars. We assume that forsome reasons a compact remnant has a strong poloidal magnetic �eld of or-der B � 1015� 1017 G. Objects of this type, the so-called \magnetars", wereinvestigated in [15]. According to the standard astrophysical models [16],the neutrinos of all species with the typical mean energy �E� � 20 MeV areradiated from a neutrinosphere in above mentioned astrophysical cataclysm.In this case the neutrino propagating through the magnetic �eld will lose theenergy and the momentum in accordance with our formulae. The main con-tribution to the total energy lost by neutrinos in the �eld could be estimated5



from Eq. (9):�EEtot ' 0:6 � 10�2 � B1017G�  �E20MeV!3  �`10 km! : (11)Here �` is a characteristic size of the region where the �eld strength variesinsigni�cantly, Etot is the total energy carried o� by neutrinos in a supernovaexplosion, �E is the neutrino energy averaged over the neutrino spectrum.Here we take the energy scales which are believed to be typical for supernovaexplosions [16].The asymmetry of outgoing neutrinos A = jPi pij=Pi jpij is anotherinteresting manifestation. In the same limit of the strong �eld we obtainA � 10�2 � B1017G� �E20MeV!3  �`10 km! : (12)One can see from Eqs. (11) and (12) that the e�ect could manifest itselfat a level of about percent. In principle, it could be essential in a detailedtheoretical description of the process of supernova explosion.We note that -quanta produced are captured by the strong magnetic�eld and propagate along the �eld. At the �rst glance, it seems photons arecon�ned. However the magnetosphere of a \magnetar" has a \polar cap"region which is de�ned as a narrow cone along the magnetic �eld axis withopen lines of the magnetic �eld strength. So the particles which are createdin the mentioned above neutrino reactions within a narrow cone can escapeoutside. Below we estimate the neutrino energy loss in the \polar cap"regions of a millisecond \magnetar" taking into account that both processesare comparable for the values of the physical parameters:E � 1048 erg  Etot3 � 1053 erg!� B1017G�2 (13)�  �E20MeV!� R10 km�3  10�3 secP !2 ;where Etot � 1053 erg is the typical total neutrino radiation energy; P isthe \magnetar" rotation period [3]; B is the magnetic �eld strength in thevicinity of the neutrinosphere of radius R.6



We point out that the energy loss (13) in terms of 4�-geometry is closeto energy deposition observed as -ray bursts (GRB's). In the standard\�reball" model energy of order of 1051 erg is deposited in a small volumeand results in an ultrarelativistic ejecta. A collision of the ejecta with theintergalactic medium can be a source of the GRB [17]. It is interestingthat rapid rotation of the remnant combined with the strong magnetic �eldbecomes popular for understanding GRB's afterglow [18].5 Photon Splitting  ! ���The photon splitting  ! ��� is the crossed channel of the gamma radiation bya neutrino � ! �. Due to the photon dispersion in a magnetic �eld [19], thenecessary condition of the splitting, q2 > 0, is realized for the perpendicular(?) polarization in the region q2k > 4m2e and for the parallel (k) polarizationin the region q2k > (me +qm2e + 2eB)2. However, due to the collinearity ofthe kinematics, j� � q� � p� � p0�, the amplitude of the k mode splitting issuppressed.The total probability of (?) ! ��� into all neutrino species is de�ned bythe expressionW? = 116�! 1Z0 dx jM?j2 = � G2F16�4! e2(qFFq) jJ j2: (14)Here we assume that all neutrino masses are much smaller than the �eld-induced \photon mass". In the case when the �eld strength B appears to bethe largest physical parameter, eB � q2k, the integral J is:J ' 1� v22v �ln 1 + v1� v � i��+ 1; (15)where v = q1� 4m2e=q2k.Let us note that the photon splitting probability (14) with (15) containsat �rst sight the pole-type singularity at q2k ! 4m2e (v ! 0). However, thesolution of the equation of the photon dispersion in this limit shows that:jq2k � 4m2ejmin = ! �!e�e+: (16)7



It is known that the similar seeming singularity, but of the square-root-type,takes place in the process of the photon splitting into the electron-positronpair  ! e+e� [4]. As was shown in Ref. [19], taking account of the photondispersion in the process  ! e+e� leads to a �nite value for the decay width,which is maximal at the point q2k = 4m2e(�!e+e�)max = p32  2�eBm2e !2=3 m2e! : (17)The probability of the splitting  ! ��� is also �nite, in view of Eqs. (16)and (17), and amounts up to the maximal value:(W?)max = (GF m2e)24p3�2  2�eBm2e !1=3 eB! : (18)It is evident that the probability (18) of the electroweak process  ! ���is suppressed by the factor (GF m2e)2 as compared with the probability (17)of the pure electromagnetic process  ! e+e�. However, the process withneutrinos could play a role of an additional channel of stellar energy-loss.The energy-loss rate per unit volume of the photon gas due to the splitting ! ��� is de�ned by Q = Z d3k(2�)3 1e!=T � 1 ! W?: (19)Substitution of the probability (14) into Eq. (19) givesQ = �G2F8�4 m5e (eB)2 F(T ) ' 0:96 � 1018 ergcm3 s � BBe�2 F(T ): (20)The temperature function F(T ) in the strong �eld limit, eB � T 2 � m2e,takes the form F(T ) ' T2me  ln Tme ln 4T� � 0:187! : (21)Here the main contribution arises from the vicinity of the resonance q2k � 4m2e.The width � should be taken from Eq. (17) at ! = 2me.In conclusion, we estimate the contribution of the photon splitting  ! ���into the neutrino luminosity in a supernova explosion, from a region of order8
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